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Chapter 12
Mountaineering: 20th Century
The 20th Century brought changes to the Mt. Shasta climbing experience: mountain marathons, mountaineering clubs,
new roads, and a new mountain hut. The entries in this section have no easily discernible common thread, except of
course, for the hint of challenge and adventure inherent in climbing a peak more than 4,000 meters high. Among the more
unusual entries are G. H. Fitch's account of a 1903 climb accompanied by a distinguished East Indian swami-mountaineer,
F. H. McNeil's 1915 account of the contents of the crammed-full record box on Shasta's summit, Edward Stuhl's journal of
his first attempt climbing for the summit in 1917, and Paul McHugh's story of Reverend Douglas Smith's 1971 war protest
from the summit of Mt. Shasta. The 20th Century accounts of climbing Mt. Shasta record a wide variety of climbers and
climbing motivations.

The [MS number] indicates the Mount Shasta Special Collection accession numbers
used by the College of the Siskiyous Library.

[MS890].
Backus, Minna. A Moonlight Glissade. In: Mazama: A Record of Mountaineering in the Pacific
Northwest. Dec., 1915. Vol. 4. No. 4. p. 25. A prose account of Mazama mountaineers night-time 'tobogganing' with
alpenstocks, canvas sliders, and wash basins, on the slopes of Mt. Shasta above the timberline near Horse Camp. Contains
the comment that: "For eight of us it was the last night in camp and it was rather sober thoughts that we lay on our beds of
boughs and looked up through the trees at the Mountain, now no longer a stranger to us, but an old friend ..." 12.
Mountaineering: 20th Century. [MS890].
[MS547].
Beasley, Douglas. I Climbed Mount Shasta in Midwinter. In: Sunset Magazine. Jan., 1930. pp. 36-37.
A solo ascent on Christmas day, 1929. The author describes the Horse Camp cabin where he stayed snowbound for a short
time after the successful ascent. 12. Mountaineering: 20th Century. [MS547].
[MS639].
Bent, Allen H. A Visit to the Higher Mountains of California and Colorado. In: Appalachia. Oct.,
1914. Vol. 13. No. 2. pp. 103-114. Contains an account of a summit climb made on Aug. 13, 1913. Of the summit the
author says: "We were held up by clouds for an hour and a half on a ridge near Thumb Rock, at an altitude of about
12,500 feet, and the rest of the way breasted a terrific gale, with the thermometer several degrees below freezing. We were
actually blown on to the summit, and dared not look over the steep eastern slope. Our stay was limited to five minutes,
during which time we resolved ourselves into a debating club." The group quickly sided with arguments in favor of
descent (p. 109). Bent also climbed Mt. Whitney, Mount Hood, and Colorado's Mt. Massive during the same summer. The
article contains a full-page photograph of Mt. Shasta. 12. Mountaineering: 20th Century. [MS639].
[MS891].
Bronaugh, Jerry E. Mount Shasta Outing, 1915. In: Mazama: A Record of Mountaineering in the Pacific
Northwest. Dec., 1915. Vol. 4. No. 4. pp. 5-9. This is the introductory article to a special issue devoted to a
mountaineering club's 1915 outing to Mt. Shasta. The official climb of the mountain took place on July 16, 1915. The
author explains that: "Although Mazamas is a club devoted to the 'exploration of snow peaks and other mountains,
especially in the Pacific Northwest,' and although Mt. Shasta is not, strictly speaking, in the Northwest, nevertheless, the
Club has visited the mountain twice--once in 1904 when seventeen enthusiasts registered for the outing, and again in 1915
when seventy-six went forward to its conquest" (p. 5). He continues: "But especially does there seem some subtle charm
about Mt. Shasta attaching to no other mountain, and it is this charm which has induced Mazamas, although the mountain

lies far out of Mazama's usual itinerary..." (p. 6). The large group of Mazamas traveled to Sisson [Mt. Shasta City] from
Portland in a chartered special train. 12. Mountaineering: 20th Century. [MS891].
[MS19].
Burhenne, Hans Joachim. Sierra Spring Ski-Touring. San Francisco, Calif.: Mountain Press, 1971.
Contains instructions for skiing from the summit down on Mt. Shasta. Also contains two excellent Mt. Shasta photographs
by the author. Both photographs show the Avalanche Gulch drainage and the true summit of the mountain (pp. 38-39).
Only two pages of text are devoted to Mount Shasta, with minimal detail of the ski route from the summit down. The
book is for experienced mountaineers. Quote: "Mount Shasta is one of the big ones and to be treated with respect by the
touring skier. It also requires an early start at about 4 A.M." (p. 38). Also contains text and photographs of ski touring at
Mt. Lassen (pp. 40-41). 12. Mountaineering: 20th Century. [MS19].
[MS479].
Cass, Beata Werdenhoff. Two Women Complete Climb to Shasta Summit. In: Mount Shasta Herald.
Mt. Shasta, Calif.: Aug. 11, 1937. 12. Mountaineering: 20th Century. [MS479].
[MS641].
Clyde, Norman. Up Mount Shasta from the East. In: Westways. Apr., 1936. Vol. 28. pp. 24-25. The
author and a group of about eight people, including leader Oliver Kehrlein, and two members of the Boston-based
Appalachian Club, climbed up the Mud Creek Canyon, crossed the Wintun Glacier, and made the summit. Includes
photographs. One photo caption reads "First men to climb Mt. Shasta from the east!" 12. Mountaineering: 20th
Century. [MS641].
[MS1144].
Clyde, Norman. [letter to A. F. Eichorn, Mar. 3, 1955, concerning ascents of Mt. Shasta]. 1955.
Four-page letter to the author of the "Mt. Shasta Story." Norman Clyde was a famed mountaineer who in 1923 set a new
time record for the "Mt. Shasta Marathon" (see also "Dedication Shasta Alpine Lodge" in Sierra Club Circular Sept.,
1923). 12. Mountaineering: 20th Century. [MS1144].
[MS935].
Cooke, William Bridge 1908-1991. News from the Timber Line. In: Mount Shasta Herald. Mt. Shasta,
Calif.: July 29, 1937. Weekly column appearing at least as early as July 29, 1937 and continuing at least until July 18,
1940, perhaps longer. Consists of weekly accounts of the visiting climbers attempting to scale Mt. Shasta. 12.
Mountaineering: 20th Century. [MS935].
[MS1209].
Cooke, William Bridge 1908-1991. Name Ridge for Sargent is Suggested. In: Mount Shasta Herald.
Mt. Shasta, Calif.: Jan. 11, 1940. W. B. Cooke describes Mr. Sargent's pride in packing lunches up a ridge route for the
Forest Service. Cooke states: "I was sorry to read in a recent issue of the Herald of the death of George Sargent....With the
opening of the Panther Creek area this route will be used more and more. People will surely hang a name on it. Why not
memorialize Mr. Sargent by naming this ridge after him?" Cooke continues his suggestion with particulars about the
Ridge spurs. 12. Mountaineering: 20th Century. [MS1209].
[MS678].
Cooke, William Bridge 1908-1991. Record Climbs of Mount Shasta. In: Sierra Club Bulletin. 1942.
Vol. 27. No. 4. pp. 130-131. Cooke details the history of rapid ascents of Mt. Shasta. The climbers mentioned are Muir in
1874, Babcock in 1880, Clyde in 1923, McCoy in 1923 and 1924, and Lawyer in 1924. On July 5, 1924 a contest was
held, with Lawyer reaching the summit in 2 hours and 24 minutes and McCoy in 2 hours and 37 minutes. The details of
the climbing strategies by McCoy and Lawyer are discussed, including the use of two different pairs of shoes carried by
McCoy for different parts of the climb. 12. Mountaineering: 20th Century. [MS678].
[MS537].
Coyle, Jenny. At 81, He's Still Undaunted by the Mountain. In: Siskiyou Viewer. Sept. 5, 1984. Orvis
Agee is something of a legend to the climbers of Mt. Shasta. He climbed the mountain to the top for the first time at age
59, and has climbed it at least 25 times since then. He is quoted as saying: "The main thing is, I'm an old man doing things
an old man doesn't usually do." Contains photographs. 12. Mountaineering: 20th Century. [MS537].
[MS555].
Davidson, R. J. The Ascent of Shastina. In: Mazama: A Record of Mountaineering in the Pacific
Northwest. Dec., 1915. Vol. 4. No. 4. pp. 23-24. An account of one of several side-trips made by members of the Mt.
Shasta 1915 outing of the Mazama group. Led by Dr. Carl Barck of Saint Louis, this ascent of Shastina was accomplished
from Horse Camp to the saddle between Mt. Shasta and the Shastina cone. 12. Mountaineering: 20th Century. [MS555].

[MS556].
Davis, Marcus. Shasta in a Storm. In: Trails. 1921. Vol. 1. No. 2. pp. 47-50. Published by the California
Alpine Club. An account of a late Spring, 1920, ascent of Mt. Shasta. The author and his companions encountered
strong winds on top of Mt. Shasta: "It showed no abatement for the sake of our pleasant company, but rather rushed from
us, hooting and whizzing. No living person could have endured any length of time under such conditions. Our attempt to
observe the surroundings was frustrated by the havoc-dealing fury that shook the very foundation of this mighty peak,
causing us to waver and totter" (p. 49). 12. Mountaineering: 20th Century. [MS556].
[MS279].
Eastman, Don. Shasta's Wintun Glacier. In: Mazama: A Record of Mountaineering in the Pacific
Northwest. 1969. p. 41. 75th Anniversary Issue. A brief one page account of a two day climb on July 5 -6, 1969 to the
summit of Mount Shasta. This was the Mazama's first official party up the east face of Mount Shasta. After the summit
was gained they "descended 3,000 feet in as perfect a whiteout as any of us had ever seen. Wands, placed earlier during
beautifully clear weather, were a great help on the descent" (p. 41). 12. Mountaineering: 20th Century. [MS279].
[MS484].
Fitch, George Hamlin 1852-1915. How to Climb Shasta. In: Sunset Magazine. Oct., 1903. Vol. 11. No.
6. pp. 529-536. Climbing account which contains many diverse aspects. The author begins with a comparison of Mt.
Shasta to Mt. Fuji: "Mount Shasta is familiar to all Californians, as it lends itself easily to photography and it rises from a
plain with almost the perfection of outline of the sacred Fuji-yama of Japan..." (p. 529). One of the author's fellow
climbers, also seen in a group photograph (p. 533), was Swami Ram of India. Fitch states that: "The latter is a famous
mountain climber, who declared that he had ascended the Himalayas to the height of 24,000 feet" (p. 532) and that: "The
East Indian Swami was a remarkable example of endurance, as he ate and drank next to nothing on the entire trip. Meat,
bread, eggs, coffee and tea were taboo for him, and he ate only a little fruit and vegetables" (p. 533). Most of the article is
concerned with the route from Horse Camp and the rigors endured by the group. One of the climbers was the resident
Sisson photographer C. R. Miller, whose photographs accompany the article. 12. Mountaineering: 20th
Century. [MS484].
[MS1222].
Fountain, Paul. The Eleven Eaglets of the West. London: J. Murray, 1906. By "the eleven eaglets of
the west" the British author is referring to the eleven western states of the United States. California is one of those states,
and several pages (pp. 31-39) are devoted to the Mt. Shasta region and to climbing the mountain. Guided by an Indian,
and with six people in all, the author reached the summit region but not the actual summit. He participated in a few
informal experiments on the summit region: "The sulphurous emanations from these fissures was very strong, and on a
stone attached to 40 yards of string (unfortunately all we had with us) being lowered into one of them without finding
bottom, in a short time both stone and string were covered with a film of apparently pure sulphur" (pp. 34-35). The author
chooses a gracious approach to his description of the view from the summit: "Looking southward over a sea of rocks and
peaks the scene was grand beyond description, and I cannot attempt to map it; the thousand details necessary to give a
faint idea of the varied shapes and groupings of the mountains, could only result in confusion to a mind not actually
drinking in the wondrous panorama" (p. 36). 12. Mountaineering: 20th Century. [MS1222].
[MS1238].
Gannett, Samuel Stinson and Baldwin, David Henry. Spirit Leveling in California, 1896-1907
Inclusive. Washington, D. C.: 1908. Source of Citation: Stewart 1929 #59 12. Mountaineering: 20th Century/40. Find
List. [MS1238].
[MS2187].
Graves, C. Edward. Our Search for Wilderness: The Story of a Sixty Year Marriage. Hicksville,
N.Y.: Exposition Press, 1975. 224 pp.; 21cm. "With Contributions by his wife, Emily." Contains a chapter entitled:
Our Family-Mount Shasta (pp. 209-215). The author's son, Ted Graves, and son's family live in Mount Shasta City; their
careers are discussed. Note that this chapter includes brief excerpts from a journal the author wrote entitled: 'Mount Shasta
Diary: Summer of 1944' which is an engaging account of a summer on Mount Shasta photographing the features of the
mountain. Back cover dustjacket photograph of C. Edward Graves (in his ninetieth year) on Lake Siskiyou in northern
California with Mount Shasta in background, photograph by Ted Graves. 12. Mountaineering: 20th
Century. [MS2187].
[MS455].
Hardesty, William P. Physical Geography of Mount Shasta Region. In: Mazama: A Record of
Mountaineering in the Pacific Northwest. Dec., 1915. Vol. 4. No. 4. pp. 17-18. The author, one of several members of the
Mazama Mt. Shasta outing of 1915, explains his disappointment with Mt. Shasta: "The absence of living streams and of
flowers and heather at the lesser altitudes, and the scantiness of glacier life on Mt. Shasta itself, combined to cause a
dearth of the attractiveness in side trips more customarily afforded the Mazamas on their annual outings.....To sum up, it
may be stated that the Mazamas, on their Shasta trip, had an environment of physiographic and botanical conditions quite

different from what they had experienced in the Pacific Northwest, and it is only fair to say they will be more than
satisfied to return to the latter" (p. 18). 12. Mountaineering: 20th Century. [MS455].
[MS1031].
Johnson, Steven R. Edward Stuhl: Shasta's Perennial Advocate. In: Sierra Club Bulletin. Summer,
1987. pp. 53-57. Article begins: "No one is more aware of Mt. Shasta's plight or more intimately acquainted with its
history than ninety year old Edward Stuhl. He has lived with the mountain for fifty years now, and it is doubtful that the
14,000-foot volcano will ever have a more informed spokesman" (p. 53). Contains a brief history of Edward Stuhl's
conservation efforts. 12. Mountaineering: 20th Century. [MS1031].
[MS1253].
Jones, Rufus Matthew. Mt. Shasta Revisited. In: The Homiletic Review. 1926. Vol. 101. pp. 111-112.
Source of Citation: Stewart 1929 #186. 12. Mountaineering: 20th Century/40. Find List. [MS1253].
[MS488].
Kehrlein, Oliver. Midwinter Ascents of Shasta and Lassen. In: Sierra Club Bulletin. Feb., 1933. Vol.
18. No. 1. pp. 128-130. After a successful ascent of Mt. Lassen the author and climbing partners try for the summit of Mt.
Shasta. The author states: "Not so simple and hospitable have we found Shasta. Five consecutive winters our party
attacked its frozen peak in March and each time met with reverses. Finally, the day of our climb came between two
storms, and victory was ours." The author recalls the earlier attempts and he remarks that on one occasion: "...we slipped
and slid and hacked thousands upon thousands of steps, when the whole mountain was glare ice from Horse Camp to
Misery Hill." On the successful attempt he found that: "The snow about the summit and in the crater has been fashioned
by the wind into fields and banks of long, attenuated, fern-like forms that often extend for several feet. They present the
appearance of acres of ghostly ferns bent by the wind and frozen in place." 12. Mountaineering: 20th Century. [MS488].
[MS576].
Knowles, Eugene Call. To the Summit of Mount Shasta. In: Overland Monthly. Apr., 1905. 2nd Series
Vol. 45. Vol. 4. pp. 335-340. An account of a 1904 summit climb. Contains a photograph of Horse Camp at timberline,
showing a small building, and a large horse corral one hundred yards or more in diameter. 12. Mountaineering: 20th
Century. [MS576].
[MS2112].
Koch, Felix J. On Mt. Shasta's Top. In: The Pacific Coast Magazine. Oct. 1909. pp. 23-24. Article
about the summit register. "One of the most interesting books ever penned in California is a plain covered little volume
which laid, year in and year out, decade upon decade, away up on the top of Mt. Shasta." Contains many interesting
anecdotes, two of which complain about having no whiskey at the top. Ends with : "In fact, the booklet is really a list of
pluky heroes." 12. Mountaineering: 20th Century. [MS2112].
[MS266].
Koch, Felix John 1882. Scaling Mt. Shasta: A Novel Vacation Jaunt. In: Overland Monthly. Feb., 1907.
2nd Series Vol. 49. No. 3. pp. 127-135. Contains an unusually detailed biography of J. H. Sisson, concluding with the
statement that: "Old man Sisson became, thence on, in a sense the warder of Mt. Shasta" (p. 127). Discusses the summit
register comments of Sisson, King, Powell, and Muir. Mentions old Indian Jim on the summit "who signs his x mark" (p.
130). Several paragraphs are devoted to the mountain guide Indian Charlie who was "the exception among Indians in
regard to climbing" (p. 134). Charlie says : "My uncle told me the Indian come by the waters, and that washed him up on
Mt. Shasta, but if the tribes live there they are washed down" (p. 135). Contains full-page photographs of the mountain.
The author explains that of Mount Shasta: "there have been movements to make a national park out of it, for fifty miles in
either direction, but the timber men have acquired forestry rights that will probably preclude this for some time to come"
(p. 128). 12. Mountaineering: 20th Century. [MS266].
[MS1255].
Lauper, Hans. Shasta und Shastina. In: Die Alpen: Monatschrift des Schweizer Alpenclub. 1925. Vol.
1. pp. 241-253. Source of Citation: Stewart 1929 #190. 12. Mountaineering: 20th Century/40. Find List. [MS1255].
[MS1150].
Lawyer, David A. [letter to A. F. Eichorn, April 1, 1955, concerning Sierra Club Mount Shasta
Marathon Race of 1925]. 1955. Typescript copy, 7 pp. Memoirs including a review of the author's training and
unusual physical capabilities. 12. Mountaineering: 20th Century. [MS1150].
[MS1231].
Lirsch, Otto. Eine Nacht am Gipfel des Mount Shasta. In: Der Naturfreund. Mar., 1935. pp. 6-10. 'Der
Naturfreund. Zurich, Schweiz' Source: Stuhl s664 Stuhl says: 'Lirsch eulogizes John Muir; walks from Redding to
Shasta and Climbs the mountain; translates into German Muir's A perilous Night on Shasta's Summit.' 12.
Mountaineering: 20th Century/40. Find List. [MS1231].

[MS735].
Marshall, A. H. A Mountaineering Marathon. In: Mazama: A Record of Mountaineering in the Pacific
Northwest. Dec., 1931. Vol. 13. No. 12. pp. 63-71. Contains a brief but interesting description of the upper regions of Mt.
Shasta. The author states: "June 26 and 27 three men had attempted to climb but were driven back by storms. During the
storms the blowing fog had frozen and built up ice formations all over the upper snow fields and the Red Cliffs, which
resembled feathers in form more than anything else I can compare them with. The effect was the most beautiful thing of
its kind I ever expect to see" (p. 64). 12. Mountaineering: 20th Century. [MS735].
[MS493].
Marshall, Emma Seckle. Climbing Mount Shasta. In: San Francisco Chronicle. San Francisco, Calif.:
Aug. 19, 1900. p. 21. Source: Stuhl bibliography; Source of Citation: Stewart 1929 #220 40. Find List/12.
Mountaineering: 20th Century. [MS493].
[MS1251].
Maurer, Oscar. Around Mt. Shasta In Winter. In: Sunset. 1901. Vol. 6. no. 5. pp. 142-144. Three
paragraph article concerning 25 members of the California Camera Club who come to Mt. Shasta in Winter. Includes
photographs. 12. Mountaineering: 20th Century. [MS1251].
[MS580].
McAdie, Alexander G. Mt. Rainier, Mt. Shasta, and Mt. Whitney as Sites for Meteorological
Observatories. In: Sierra Club Bulletin. 1906. Vol. 6. No. 1. pp. 7-14. The authors detail their search for suitable sites for
weather research. They state that in 1903 the summit of Mt. Whitney was surveyed. During the summer of 1905 Mt.
Rainier and Mt. Shasta were surveyed. On all three occasions "Mercurial barometers, a boiling-point thermometer, wetand -dry bulb thermometer, and other apparatus were carried to each summit."
Professor Joseph Le Conte, one of California's most distinguished geologists, checked the readings on all three
summits.
Several factors of site selection are discussed, including the presence of powerful winds, in particular the "norther of
the Great Valley," which could destroy any instrumentation left in place.
Details are given for the calculations of the altitude of Mt. Shasta. Six readings of the barometric pressure were taken,
mean pressure averaged at 17.993 inches. Boiling point measurements were determined to be 187.7¡F, or an equivalent
pressure of 18.080 inches. Equivalent readings at sea level in Eureka and San Francisco averaged at 30.000 inches. The
height was thus calculated at approximately 14, 200 feet. The previous U.S.G.S. estimate was 14, 380 feet. 12.
Mountaineering: 20th Century. [MS580].
[MS677].
McAllister, Matthew Hall. Reports of Committees: Shasta Alpine Lodge. In: Sierra Club Bulletin.
1923. Vols. 11. No. 4. pp. 338-440. Contains the details of the construction of the Sierra Club Lodge on Mt. Shasta. The
author discusses contributions of materials, expenses, site selections, volunteers, etc. Illustrated with three full-page glossy
black and white photographs.
Other M. Hall McAllister Sierra Club committee reports on the Shasta Alpine Lodge can be found (1923-1944)
in: Vol. 12: pp. 83-85, 187-188; 13: pp. 71-72; 14: pp. 76-77; 20: pp. 100-101 [see also the following unverified
volumes: Vol. 15: pp. 104-105; 16: pp. 95-96; 18: pp. 106-107; 19: pp. 78-79]. 12. Mountaineering: 20th
Century. [MS677].
[MS676].
McAllister, Matthew Hall and Olberman, Joseph Macatee 1862. Shasta Alpine Lodge. Reports of
Committees. In: Sierra Club Bulletin. 1927. Vol.12. No. 4. pp. 414-415. This committee report contains several
interesting points. The authors state that "A memorial fountain, in honor of the pioneer J. H. Sisson, was built this
summer. It is of stone, ten feet in diameter, thirty inches deep, and is surmounted by a marble plaque bearing Sisson's
name and date of erection." Also: "A lawn was planted in front of the lodge and some fifty plants presented by Mr. John
MacLaren, of Golden Gate Park, San Francisco, from a collection of rhododendrons and other plants sent from the
Himalayas, from an elevation of 15,000 feet. It will be most interesting to see if these will thrive on Shasta's soil and stand
her winter snows and summer frosts." The authors also report the discovery of a confirmed find of antelope bones at the
14, 000 foot level. 12. Mountaineering: 20th Century. [MS676].
[MS799].
McHugh, Paul. The Pastor and the Peak: A Minister Lived Alone on Shasta to Make His Point
About the Vietnam War. In: San Francisco Chronicle. San Francisco, Calif.: May 28, 1989. pp. 13, 17. In 'This World,' a
news magazine of the San Francisco Chronicle, May 28, 1989. This was a special issue 24 pages long entitled 'A
Mountain 'Lonely as God': Tales of Mount Shasta' and contains eight separate feature articles by seven authors. The
author writes that: "On June 11, 1971, the Reverend Douglas Smith, 35, climbed Mount Shasta to protest the Vietnam
War. His intention was to live for a year atop the mountain above 14,000 feet-the same length of time that drafted
American boys were obliged to endure the maelstrom of violence in Indochina. 'I'd done demonstrations against the war in

Etna-my little town of 700 people-but it wasn't satisfying,' Smith recalls. 'Then one night, gazing into the fire, I saw that
Mount Shasta was the dominant symbol of all Northern California. You couldn't miss it. And as a dormant volcano, it was
a natural peace symbol. Its got more power than nuclear bombs, yet sits there quite peaceful and beautiful in the hands of
the creator.....The site of Smith's harsh alpine hermitage was just 160 feet below the peak...within days, winds too strong
to stand against beat his stout tent into a heap...One stinging message that reached him from the valley floor...the county
should not spend a dime of public funds trying to rescue him....With Smith's increasing notoriety came national media
attention...'I dropped 35 pounds of unnecessary weight'...supporters asking the preacher to abandon his protest...After
three continuous months in the sterile realm of light, Smith left his lofty hermitage....reporters asked Smith if he was
losing face by abandoning his vigil. Not at all, he stoutly replied. 'The United States can do the same thing about getting
out of Vietnam.'....'Sometime after I came down, I got stopped by a highway patrolman in Yreka for a missing taillight.
After he found out who I was, he frankly told me that, during the days of my protest, if he'd gotten me in the sights of a
scoped rifle with no one around, he probably would've shot me. He didn't agree with what I was saying, at all. But he'd
read everything he could on what I was doing and why. He felt I was serious, and after I came down he admired what I'd
done. And I thought, the mountain was perfect for that. Being able to use it as a magnified way of addressing people-that's
the stuff of dreams' "(pp. 13, 17). 12. Mountaineering: 20th Century. [MS799].
[MS586].
McNeil, F. H. Some Facts About Mount Shasta. In: Mazama: A Record of Mountaineering in the
Pacific Northwest. Dec., 1915. Vol. 4. pp. 19-20. The article commences with: "Of all the snow summits of the Pacific
Coast, Mt. Shasta occurs to the writer and to others whom he has consulted, as the most interesting." Many details of the
summit region are given including the existence there of a record box: "The record box of Shasta is now crammed full of
books and papers of unusual character. There are cards advertising stage lines....Most interesting of all, however, is the
Bible, a large volume of rather unique design, placed on the summit in August of 1882 by a minister of Red Bluff, Cal.,
and dedicated, according to the fly-leaf inscription, 'to the use of those who climb this mountain.' There are hundreds of
names written indiscriminately through this book, possibly thousands. The signatures have been scrawled through nearly
every page of the book from Genesis to Revelations, in most instances directly across the printed matter. Some of the
climbers, for whom the effort must have been great, painstakingly searched out and underlined Scripture passages that
would appropriately describe their feelings. A veritable circle of names surrounds the passage describing the journey of
Moses to the top of Sinai to receive the Commandments" (p. 22). The author also explains that: "Many other interesting
records and much intimate history of Shasta mountaineering existed with the old Sisson tavern, but most of this was
destroyed in a fire several years ago" (p. 21).
Note that C. L. Stewart, in his 1929 Master's thesis bibliography, says that this article is of great importance in that it
furnished clues which led to the discovery of the original Shasta register (see Stewart 1929, p. 152). 12. Mountaineering:
20th Century. [MS586].
[MS1134].
Melham, Tom 1946. John Muir's Wild America. Washington, D. C.: National Geographic Society,
1976. Contains an account of a summit climb in emulation of John Muir (pp. 108-11): "Eager to find out what attracted
Muir to this mountain, I set off for Shasta's summit in the company of guide Dick Chitwood, his son Mark, and
photographer David Falconer." After passing a peaceful meditating lotus-postured 'guru,' the adventurers soon found
many dangers: "Dick suddenly shouted 'Rock! Rock! ROCK!' I looked up quickly to see a bounding boulder caroming
downhill straight at us. We dodged aside -- and watched it smash the spot where Dick had stood only seconds before. He
was shaken." And: "...I was determined to make it this way -- until the ledge of snow beneath me exploded into a blizzard
as both my feet broke through. Suddenly I was parallel to the Chutes steep wall, sliding downhill like a runaway ski " (p.
109).
Contains several quotations from John Muir's adventures on Mt. Shasta. 12. Mountaineering: 20th
Century. [MS1134].
[MS590].
Metcalf, Gertrude. The Mazamas on Shasta. In: Mazama: A Record of Mountaineering in the Pacific
Northwest. Dec., 1905. Vol. 2. No. 4. pp. 248-255. The author was the wife of Charles Henry Sholes. An account of the
1904 Mazama outing to climb Mt. Shasta (see also Bronough 1915). More than twenty members of the Mazama
mountaineering club climb Mt. Shasta. Their preparations for a guide were spoiled: "A few days before the time appointed
for the start a disastrous fire nearly destroyed the little town of Sisson, at the base of Shasta, burned out the very man on
whom the Mazamas were counting for aid, annulling contracts and rendering all their carefully laid plans void" (p. 248).
The Mazamas mapped out their own route and made a serious and successful summit climb. Contains details of the final
summit route taken after several false starts. 12. Mountaineering: 20th Century. [MS590].

[MS494].
Moore, Jack. Four Day Ski Trip Around Mount Shasta. In: Mount Shasta Herald. Mt. Shasta, Calif.:
May 1, 1980. p. 4. Detailed account of a four-day ski around Mt. Shasta at timberline. Of Mud Creek canyon the author
writes: "When we reached the bottom some 20 minutes later we got back into our skis and carefully made our way over a
snowbridge that spanned the cold rushing stream 15 feet below. Crossing Mud Creek here at 6400 feet marked the lowest
point we would drop to during our four-day, 33 mile tour. Now that we had made our way safely down into the canyon,
there remained the unpleasant prospect of an arduous climb back out. We applied a thick layer of climbing wax to the ski
bases and began a seemingly endless series of repetitive traverses up the steep, unpacked slopes." 12. Mountaineering:
20th Century. MS494].
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